BIC64B
60cm, 4 Zone, Dual MaxiZone, MaxiSense Induction Cooktop
Model Code
BIC64B

Specifications

Description
60cm, 4 Zone (Dual MaxiZones) Induction Cooktop, Slide
Control, Bevelled Edges
Warranty
BLANCOCare™ 2 years parts & labour
Features

Benefits

Dual MaxiZones

The MaxiZone technology allows the use of mulitiple pots of varying shapes
and sizes at any one time, on the 38cm Dual MaxiZone.

AcuSense Technology

The cooktop also encompasses AcuSense technology which automatically
recognises the size and shapes of pots as well as their position on the
cooktop.
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Method Of Installation:
Dimensions:
Cut-out Size:
Induction Zones:
Controls:

Four powerful individual zones featuring EGO G5 induction technology to
ensure that every induction zone is utilised to its full extent, without cold
spots.

Power Requirement:
Connection:

With 14 different settings including Boost, Super Boost, Melting 42°C, Keep
Warm 70°C, and Boiling 94°C you can select the ideal cooking temperature
for all types of foods to provide the perfect cooking results.

Overflow Cut Off:
Auto Heat Up:
Residual Heat Indicators:
Recall Function:
Safety Lock:
Timers:

With the touch of the ‘F’ key, the preset Melting 42°C, Keep Warm 70°C,
and Boiling 94°C functions are activated. This allows perfect control at the
relevant preset temperature. This can be set for all 4 zones independently.

Double Boost Technology

Convenient feature on all 4 zones where ‘Boost’ and ‘Super Boost’ can
be selected to bring the zone to the maximum power level and will stay on
maximum power for 10 minutes (unless deactivated) before dropping back
to power level 9.

99 Minute Timer On All Zones

Each zone has its own 99 minute timer function - a convenient and easy
way to program the cooking time on any cooking zone. When the timer
ends a beep will sound to advise the cooking is finished and the zone will
switch off.

Stop N Go Function

This function pauses the cooktop but maintains the current cooking level in
its memory which can be resumed at any time. A convenient and unique
function.

Front Left:
Rear Left:
Front Right:
Rear Right:

Bench top
590W x 520D mm
560W x 490D mm
4 zones including dual MaxiZones
14 stage temperature settings including
Boost, Super Boost, Melting, Keep Warm and Boiling
7400 W
Single Phase 220/240V – 31 amp - hard wiring required
Double Phase 280/415V -18 amp - hard wiring required
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes 99 minute timers
Element Ratings

Zone Diameters

2100/2600/3700W
2100/2600/3700W
2100/2600/3700W
2100/2600/3700W

22cm W x 19cm D
22cm W x 19cm D
22cm W x 19cm D
22cm W x 19cm D

Note:
- Please refer to manual before installing for correct installation method.
- Must allow a fresh air intake and an air outlet of 4mm minimum.
- Measurements are within 2 - 3mm factory tolerance.
- It is advisable to check dimensions of physical product before cutting out for installation.
* Due to continual product development the information provided is not final and may be subject to change.

